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27This study is concerned with a fundamental problem of expanding (refining) information granules being
28treated as functional entities playing a pivotal role in Granular Computing and ensuing constructs such as
29granular models, granular classifiers, and granular predictors. We formulate a problem of refinement of
30information granules as a certain optimization task in which a selected information granule is refined
31into a family of more detailed (precise, viz. more specific) information granules so that a general partition
32requirement becomes satisfied. As the ensuing information granules are directly linked with the more
33general information granule positioned at the higher level of hierarchy, the partition criterion is condi-
34tional by being implied (conditioned) by the description of the granule positioned one level up in the
35hierarchy. A criterion guiding a refinement of information granules is formulated and made fully reflec-
36tive of the nature of the problem (being of regression-like or of classification character), which leads to a
37distinct way in which the diversity of information granules is articulated and quantified. With regard to
38the detailed algorithmic setting, we discuss the use of a so-called conditional Fuzzy C-Means and show
39how information granules (fuzzy sets) are formed in a successive manner. The method helps highlight the
40ensuing calculations of the resulting membership functions and reveal how the detailed structure of the
41data is captured. A number of numeric studies in the realm of system modeling are provided to demon-
42strate the performance of the approach and highlight the nature of the resulting information granules
43along with the performance of the fuzzy models in which these information granules are used.
44� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
45

46

4748 1. Introductory notes

49 Information granules realize an abstract view at detailed, quite
50 often numeric data. Information granules are essential building
51 functional blocks using which a number of constructs of Granular
52 Computing (Pedrycz, 2013b; Zadeh, 1997, 2011) are realized. We
53 may refer here to a variety of ensuing granular models, predictors,
54 classifiers, and data descriptors, etc. The level of abstraction cap-
55 tured by information granules can be effectively controlled in the
56 sequel giving rise to the formation of a sound and legitimate trade-
57 off between generality (relevance) and precision (which, as a mat-
58 ter of fact, is a succinctly expressed by Zadeh as a principle of
59 incompatibility (Zadeh, 1975)). Information granules are building
60 functional blocks being present in a broad spectrum of models,
61 especially those rule-based oriented (Ayouni, Ben Yahia, &

62Laurent, 2011; Yen, Wang, & Gillespie, 1998) where information
63granularity, modularity of constructs, distributed functionality
64become apparent. We can refer here to rule-based systems where
65the granularity of information present there and giving rise to rule
66bases of different sizes helps strike a sound balance between gen-
67erality (readability, transparency) of the underlying construct and
68the precision of the produced results. Models of different level of
69generality require information granules of a suitable level of spec-
70ificity. Admitting a top–down strategy of model formation, we are
71often faced with a task of refining information granules and split-
72ting some of them into more detailed entities.
73It is instructive to position the approach presented here with
74some other studies reported in the literature, especially in the set-
75ting of regressing models. Information granules have been found
76useful in regression analysis. A recent application of information
77granules in the formation of regression models comes under the
78name of granular box regression (Peters, 2011) where a fuzzy
79graph is determined by embedding a given data set into a prede-
80fined number of boxes. These boxes realize information granules
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81 and are defined in a way to minimize their total volume. The work
82 reported in Grzegorzewski (2013) shows a development of a for-
83 mal model of granular regression as a generalization of the least
84 square method. The main idea was to generate granular partition
85 for the given data set based on multi-distances (i.e., the Fermat
86 multi-distance (Martín & Mayor, 2011)). These two regression
87 approaches are in some sense related to a class of regression algo-
88 rithms called interval regression or fuzzy regression (Chen &
89 Hsueh, 2009; Kahraman, Bes�kese, & Bozbura, 2006; Yang & Lin,
90 2002), but the main difference is that the intervals (granules) in
91 most of these works are defined based on the dependent variable.
92 Our scheme is different than the schemes discussed in
93 Grzegorzewski (2013) and Peters (2011) in a way that although
94 these two schemes consider the independent variable in deciding
95 about the information granules, they seem to combine both vari-
96 ables as if they are a single variable with an extra dimension and
97 based on that the partitioning of the data is completed. In contrast,
98 our work focuses on clustering realized for independent variables
99 (more specifically, Fuzzy C-Means clustering) while being navi-

100 gated (controlled) by the variance of the dependent variable
101 reported for each cluster.
102 With the development of granular constructs comes an impor-
103 tant design question about a successive formation of refined, more
104 detailed information granules. In a concise manner one can capture
105 the essence of this pursuit as follows: by starting with a collection
106 of information granules defined in some multivariable space of real
107 numbers X, X = Rn and denoted here by A1, A2, . . . ,Ar, we refine
108 them successively by choosing the most ‘‘suitable’’ candidate, say
109 Ai and on its basis develop a family of c refined information gran-
110 ules Ai1, Ai2, . . . ,Aic so that Aijs become more specific and realize a
111 ‘‘conditional’’ partition induced by Ai in the sense of the satisfaction
112 of the following equality
113

Ai ¼
[c

j¼1

Aij ð1Þ
115115

116 Namely
117 Xc

j¼1

Aij ¼ Ai ð2Þ
119119

120 Thus the general partition requirement (Abonyi, Feil, Nemeth, &
121 Arva, 2005; Bezdek, 1981; Pedrycz, 2005, 2013b; Pedrycz & de
122 Oliveira, 2008) imposed on A1, A2, . . . ,Ar can be rewritten when pro-
123 ceeding with the refinement of information granule Ai as follows
124

A1 þ A2 þ � � � þ Ai�1 þ
Xc

j¼1

Aij þ Aiþ1 þ � � � þ Ar ¼ 1 ð3Þ
126126

127 In the above expression (expansion) we encounter a standard
128 normalization condition (all membership values sum up to 1). In
129 other words, we have Ai ¼

Pc
j¼1Aij Further refinements of the kth

130 information granule Ak result in a series of more detailed
131 information granules Ak1, Ak2, . . . ,Akc and as a result of this granular
132 expansion the following general expression arises133

A1þA2þ���þAi�1þ
Xc

j¼1

AijþAiþ1þ���þAk�1þ
Xc

j¼1

AkjþAkþ1þAr ¼1 ð4Þ
135135

136 Of course, in the next expansion step one might refine one of Aij

137 (say, Ail) and in such a way we encounter further expansion realized
138 in the following form
139

A1 þ A2 þ � � � þ Ai�1 þ
Xc

j¼1
j–l

Aij þ
Xc

j¼1

Ailj þ Aiþ1 þ � � � þ Ak�1

þ
Xc

j¼1

Akj þ Akþ1 þ Ar ¼ 1 ð5Þ
141141

142with the partition-like requirement expressed as
Pc

j¼1Ailj ¼ Ail

143The refinements (specification) of information granules are car-
144ried out with regard to some criterion that characterizes the diver-
145sity (information content) of the granules. The granule of the
146highest diversity is a candidate for further refinements. The con-
147tent of information granules formed in a given multivariable space
148of independent variables Rn could exhibit a different nature. In par-
149ticular, two general and practically viable scenarios are worth
150distinguishing:

151(a) if the dependent variable is continuous (regression prob-
152lems), the content of information granule is directly related
153with its diversity (variance or any other measure of disper-
154sion) reported for the associated output variable,
155(b) if the dependent variable is a class label (as encountered in
156classification problems), the content of information granule
157is associated with the error rate (misclassification) occurring
158for the patterns localized within the scope of a given infor-
159mation granule.
160

161The objective of the study is to establish concepts of expansion
162(refinements) of information granules and propose a detailed algo-
163rithmic setting in which such refinements are carried out in a sys-
164tematic manner, which are characterized by the highest
165information content (diversity). The task being fundamental to
166the realization of a main agenda of Granular Computing exhibits
167a significant level of novelty as well as supports a sound method-
168ology of designing of constructs involving information granules.
169To augment further investigations by all required algorithmic set-
170tings, we use Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) (Bezdek, 1981) as a detailed
171algorithmic framework. We demonstrate that its variant, a so-
172called context-based FCM (or conditional clustering) (Pedrycz,
1731998) helps link information granules formed in the process of suc-
174cessive refinements. This has to be stressed, though, that the find-
175ings of this study and the developed methodology go beyond this
176particular mechanism of fuzzy clustering.
177In the context of this study, it is essential to look at the research
178being conducted so far as the ideas of both specialization (refine-
179ment) and generalization as these two concepts have been investi-
180gated in fuzzy sets and rough sets. One may refer here to the
181studies reported in Pedrycz and Sosnowski (2000) however in con-
182trast to the approach proposed here, the concept of conditional par-
183titioning in the refinement process has not been fully investigated.
184In Roh, Pedrycz, and Ahn (2014), the concept of information gran-
185ules is used in classification problems. The FCM was used to form
186information granules and then the Particle Swarm Optimization
187(PSO) algorithm was applied to improve the clustering results by
188adjusting the prototypes. In Zeng and Dong (2014), the authors
189proposed a scheme to attenuate noise from heart signal (HS) where
190the short-Fourier transform was used to decompose each HS cycle
191into fragments (granules) where the noise can be easily removed
192from each fragment and then the fragments are remerged to from
193the clean signal. In Gacek (2013), the authors suggested alternative
194granular representation of time series and using the principle of
195justifiable granularity (Pedrycz & Homenda, 2013) to form adjust-
196able time windows. In Lu, Pedrycz, Liu, Yang, and Li (2014), a
197human perceivable time series modeling technique was proposed.
198The method is based on dividing the time series into intervals of
199equal size and representing each interval by a fuzzy (linguistic)
200granule using the concept of justifiable granularity. The goal was
201to trade off precision with computational overhead, which is
202acceptable for decision-making applications where accurate
203numeric values of prediction are not necessary. In Wang, Liu, and
204Pedrycz (2013) and Wang, Liu, Pedrycz, and Shao (2014), the
205authors suggested a partitioning algorithm that can improve fore-
206casting by partitioning a given data set into unequal intervals
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